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With July behind
us, we are heading
into a prime time
of dry fly fishing.
Tailwaters will
start to recede at
the end of the
month and wade
fishing will really
start to take shape.
August is a real
fun month with the arrivals of large baetis (flavs) and mahogany flies
will start to peak their heads out. Don’t forget your caddis—we are
still in the “heat” of caddis hatches. If you’re any early bird, don’t
hesitate to strap on a trico and serve it to a nose of a big fish. Keep
serving dries and all is good!
For those near Bend, Oregon, we will have a
booth and will be giving five free 1-hour
presentations at the International Federation of
Fly Fishers August 13-15.

New Arrivals
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With the acquisition of a couple new tyers, the
mad scientist will have a chance to produce
some new prototypes. Nate has had a laundry
list of bugs he’s been testing, and some have
definitely produced big for him. We will keep
you in the dry fly loop when these prototypes

August Fly Selection
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hit the market.
For all you techies, Dr. Peach has finally had a chance to upload some
of our Fly Tying Library for digital downloads. If you want the
convenience of having it on your own PC or TV , simply download a
copy to your computer and/or burn it yourself. We will have the entire
library up by the end of August (See Page 3 for titles currently
available on our web page).
Let’s get out and hook some pigs on dry flies!

Tip of the Month
The one most important knot
we tie when gearing to dry fly
fish is the “fisherman’s knot”
at the eye of the hook. That
knot must be performed
precisely and cinched into
place by moistening the
leader before you tighten.
Any kinks, bends, or curves
in the tippet after tightening
the knot is totally
unacceptable. The tippet must run straight into the eye of the hook for
proper presentation.

So when tying your fisherman’s knot, use the improved method:
Minimum 5 turns, then tag through the hole above the eye, over and
back through the hole. Moisten the knot with your tongue before you
cinch and trim off the tag end to a 1/16 inch.
I use Umpqua tapered leaders exclusively because there is very little
memory in their nylon leaders. That means your tippets and tapers stay
perfectly straight.
Think about every knot you
tie and execute them
perfectly and you’ll hook a
lot more big, smart fish.
See you next month and
best of luck!!

Nate

New Arrivals
Fly-Tying Digital Download
Library now available with these
patterns! Before the end of
August, the entire library will be
available in both hardcopy and
download copy.
Go to Fishing DVDs tab at top
of webpage, then Digital
Downloads.

August Bug Selections

Blood Midge #22, #20

Black Colored Emerger #22 ,#20

Tan Stimulator #16, #14, #12, #10

Black Ants #16, #14

Hoagie Spent Midge #22, #20

Hoagie Cripple Black #20

Caddidge #22

Black Gold #12, #10, #8, #6

PMD Stimulator #16, #14

Beetle #14, #12

Adams Caddis Black/Green/Gray
#20, #18, #16, #14

Peacock Caddis #16, #14

August Bug Selections

Black Emperor Caddis #20, #18

Black Searcher #16

Bullet Head Hopper #8, #6

PMD Hatching Emerger #20, #18

Green Emperor Caddis #20, #18

Trico Convertible #22

Golden Stone #12, #10, #8, #6

PMD Convertible #18

Baetis Tantalizer #18, #16

Callibaetis Tantalizer #18, #16

Hoagie PMD Cripple #18

PMD Colored Emerger #20

